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Feature (1) - Personal Statement, Walgreen Cashier 
 


My connection to this photo runs deep.  Mike Haynes (Center) is someone I not only saw 
before this photo but someone I see almost daily.  What happened on this day was beyond 
deserving as he truly is one of the kindest people I’ve ever met.  About a week later, I went to see 
him and brought him a framed copy of this picture.  Its moments like this that make me grateful for 
what I have the opportunity do. 
 
CAPTION: Local Walgreens employee Mike Haynes was rewarded with a large donation from the community 
through a online fundraiser and a suprise from The Ellen Show that started because of his extensive kindness and caring 
for others.   
 
News (1) - Personal Statement, Press Conference 
 


I personally know just about every person in this photo - from the three students in the 
foreground, to a large portion of the student body behind them.  Covering this event conveyed to 
me the impact that  students can have when the put their minds together and work collaboratively 
towards a better society. 
 
CAPTION: At a student held press conference, Clayton High School Junior Sydney Tennill speaks to students and 
media about her feelings on gun reform and legislation given the current tensions surrounding the subject. 
 
News (2) - Personal Statement, Stockley Verdict Police Line 
 


This photo might not even exist if I hadn’t relentlessly begged my mother to let me go down 
and shoot the protest.  When the ok was relucent it showed me that the idea of change is not over 
and that we still have people willing to put up a fight for what’s right. 
 
CAPTION: Officers from the St. Louis City Police Department create a bicycle barricade in 
front of the downtown courthouse in the City of St. Louis during protests following the acquittal 
of former white police officer Jason Stockley in the 2011 shooting death of black driver Anthony 
Lamar Smith. 
 
Sports Action (1) - Personal Statement, Clayton Tennis 
 


This photo is more about what he is wearing rather than the massive backhand he delivered 
to win the point.  Clayton and Ladue, two long standing rivals, came together to in unison to host a 
match benefiting cancer complete with food, fun, and shirts, like the one Angelo is wearing, to help 







benefit Siteman Cancer Center.  Events like this provide good contrast to the tragedy that consumes 
the media cycle. 
 
CAPTION: Clayton High School Senior Angelo Vidal delivers a powerful backhand during the annual Clayton v. 
Ladue rivalry match benefiting cancer. 
 
Sports Reaction (1) - Personal Statement, State Loss  
 


This photo doesn't just picture a athlete who is competing at the state tournament and lost. 
This is the final time this athlete will ever play a competitive tennis match.  That feeling of knowing 
it’s all over is quite the emotion and one that I believe is captured here. 
 
CAPTION: Senior Noah Brown hangs in head in defeat after losing in the third place match during 
the state tournament in Springfield, Missouri on May 25.  























I think my year in photojournalism can be described in one word: Impact.  Whether it’s 


making personal impact by taking every possible opportunity to further my own skills such as 


travelling nationwide to photograph pro sports games or creating that sort of special impact that 


comes from spending one-on-one time with another photo-j student to help them grasp what they 


need to complete the assignment.  Or creating true social impact with the images I shared from the 


Stockley Verdict and the March for Our Lives. 


This was also the year that I took on the role of Chief Photo Editor  and led a group of 


thirty students to honing in on their photography skills.  We faced challenges in the beginning and 


even in the end too but in the face of adversity the team was nothing less than resilient and were 


always wanting to try again.  Many 18-hour days spent in the journalism wing led me to develop my 


understanding of what it means to not only be a leader but what it truly means to be a 


photojournalist.   


To describe what it means to be a photojournalist, I’d like to reflect back on a phone call I 


had earlier this year, it was with Doug Mills, a current New York Times Photojournalist (formerly 


with AP).  Before I hung up the phone that day I asked him “Does that feeling that you just know 


you have the shot, does that ever go away?” and he answered “No”.  From then on that is the 


feeling I have lived for, that rush of adrenaline in the midst of the moment but then that sudden 


wave of clam that just translates into an overjoyed feeling of knowing  that you accomplished what 


you strived for, and that you succeed. 


So when I go back in the fall I hope that I can not only continue to further my 


photographers’ skills but give them the true feeling of what it means to be a photojournalist. 















